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Introduction
• The rich karst terrains of Kentucky, 

Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia host 

scores of cave-adapted species.

• A genus of note is the Ptomaphagus

beetles, which include surface-

dwelling, soil-dwelling and cave-

adapted species.

• This allows for an excellent 

comparison of the changes in the 

visual systems of these species that 

occupy starkly different environments.

• We examined the long-wavelength 

(LW) opsin and ultraviolet (UV) opsin 

in 20 different Ptomaphagus species.
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Conclusion

• The cave-adapted species of Ptomaphagus lack the UV opsin gene, but 

they have retained the LW opsin gene.

• These beetles are sensitive to light and avoid it when exposed.

• Despite millions of years underground, these beetles still have 

functioning visual systems.

o Perhaps the beetles still utilize their vision to prevent accidentally 

wandering out of their cave environments.

Methods
• Specimens of 20 Ptomaphagus species collected between 2012 

and 2014 by Vincent Leray, Kirk Zigler and Matthew Niemiller

• Specimens stored and DNA extracted

• Some later extractions 2020-2021

• Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) to amplify LW and UV opsin 

genes

• Results shipped to Keck Sequencing Center at Yale University for 

Sanger sequencing 

• Sequences aligned and edited using MEGA and Geneious Prime

• Light/Dark tests performed using 19 P. hatchi specimens collected 

in nearby Buckets of Blood Cave

Major questions:

• We clearly see phenotypic differences, but what about genotypic 

differences?

• Do cave-dwelling Ptomaphagus react to light?

Results

Only the surface-dwelling P. cavernicola and the soil-dwelling P. shapardi

yielded UV opsin genes. The 18 caves species seem to be missing the UV 

gene.

All beetle species returned a sequence for the LW opsin gene with no 

major mutations. It seems the cave species can still detect long-

wavelength light.

Specimens of the cave-

dwelling P. hatchi showed a 

sensitivity to light despite 

their reduced visual systems.

Limrock Blowing Cave, Jackson County, Alabama

Ptomaphagus hatchi, a Sewanee local

This phylogenetic tree shows that 

the 18 cave-adapted species 

share a common ancestor. This 

ancestor likely entered caves in 

the region millions of years ago. 

Earlier ancestors branched from 

P. cavernicola and P. shapardi.
Locations, including caves, inhabited by 

different Ptomaphagus Species.


